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Every college-bound student should be 
prepared to choose any major.



Top 25 College Majors by Salary
Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce (2015)



What does a high school student 
need to do to keep the engineering 
option open?

• Chemistry
• Physics
• Calculus (or at least Precalculus)

- From the American Society for Engineering Education



What does a college student take to 
prepare for professional school in 
medicine, physical therapy, dentistry 
or similar fields?

• Two semesters of physics
• At least two semesters of chemistry
• Statistics and perhaps additional math 

(especially for med school)



What are the requirements for a 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
computer science?

• Two semesters of calculus
• Two semesters of physics (or a 

combination of biology and 
chemistry)



Keeping career options open…

Math:
Complete Precalculus and a Calculus 
course (AP Calculus AB or BC)

Science:
Chemistry and Physics



High school physics 
correlated with STEM
bachelor’s degree 
attainment

Tyson et al., JESPAR 12, 
243-270 (2007)

Quoted in White and 
Cottle, Phys. Teach. 49,
418-420 (2011)



High school calculus 
correlated with STEM
bachelor’s degree 
attainment

Tyson et al., JESPAR 12, 
243-270 (2007)

Quoted in White and 
Cottle, Phys. Teach. 49,
418-420 (2011)



Taking high 
school physics
correlated with 
success in 
college physics

HS bio
HS chem
HS phys
HS calculus

Sadler and Tai, 
Science 317, 457-
458 (2007)



States enroll high school students in 
physics courses at very different rates



Socioeconomics do not determine the rate
at which students enroll in high school 
physics



It is not necessary to have a large science and 
engineering workforce to have a high physics 
enrollment rate



The “anomalous states”:

Texas:  2013-14 Physics Enrollment Rate 1.01
Science/engineering workforce 4.67%

Nebraska:  2013-14 Physics Enrollment Rate 0.64
Science/engineering workforce 3.80%

Illinois: 2013-14 Physics Enrollment Rate 0.61
Science/engineering workforce 3.90%

Missouri:  2014-15 Physics Enrollment Rate 0.57
Science/engineering workforce 4.21%

Georgia: 2014-15 Physics Enrollment Rate 0.52
Science/engineering workforce 3.90%



What is the secret sauce in the anomalous 
states?

Texas:  Physics was a graduation requirement – since repealed

Nebraska/ 
Georgia:  Physics was included in the statewide high school science 

tests (which were written “in-house”).  Georgia’s test has 
since been repealed.

Illinois: The ACT, which includes science section, was mandatory. 
(But other states with mandatory ACT have low physics 
enrollment rates).  Mandatory ACT has now been repealed 
in Illinois.

Missouri:  Large Physics First effort



Failure in Florida – a timeline

February, 2008:  State Board of Education approves new K-12 science 
standards.  Ambitious high school physics standards-for-all 
included.

Spring 2010: Florida’s high school graduation requirements raised to 
require three science courses, including Biology 1, 
“Chemistry 1 or Physics 1” and “a course equal in rigor to 
Chemistry 1 and Physics 1”.  Development of a Physics 1 
end-of-course exam called for if budget situation improved.

Spring 2013: New high school graduation requirements repealed.  Biology 
1 now the only required science course and the high school 
science course tested for federal accountability 
requirements.





So…try at lower levels:  district, 
school, teacher, student/parent



Even within a single state (here, Florida), district
physics enrollment rates can vary dramatically



Once again, at the district level socioeconomics do 
not determine the rate at which students enroll in 
high school physics.



District physics enrollment rates (Spring 2016)



District chemistry enrollment rates (Spring 2016)



District precalc enrollment rates (Spring 2016)



District calculus enrollment rates (Spring 2016)



Even within a single school district, physics 
enrollment rates can vary wildly.





The Future Physicists of 
Florida…

…recognizes middle school 
students who have exemplary 
achievement in math so that they 
(and their parents) will be 
motivated to persist in the 
challenging high school math and 
science courses necessary to 
prepare for college majors in 
engineering and physics.







Bay County school district induction ceremony 
October 29, 2015



Monroe County school district induction ceremony 
November 10, 2015





Future Physicists of Florida spin-off efforts:
Annual visits to Orlando Science School

Photo credit:  Travis Pillow, redefinedonline.org



Future Physicists of Florida spin-off efforts:
Bay County Schools



Bay County Future Physicists of Florida induction ceremony 
September 20, 2016

Panama City News-Herald

Valerie Rash, FSU-PC



Future Physicists of Florida spin-off efforts:
Bay County Schools

1)  Monthly meetings with a group of guidance counselors,
assistant principals and academic program coordinators from four
main high schools to discuss recruiting students into chemistry, 
physics, precalculus and calculus courses.

2) Presentations to parents’ group at Mosley High School.

3) Organizing community of chemistry and physics teachers.

4) Summer content workshops with physics teachers, and a loan
of $40,000 worth of physics lab equipment to those teachers.



Future Physicists of Florida spin-off efforts:
Bay County Schools



Monroe County Remote Mentoring 
Program

Students from FSU, FAMU and Grinnell College stay in touch 
with 8th and 9th graders from Monroe County’s Take Stock in 
Children program to provide encouragement, particularly in 
preparation for college STEM majors.

Participating FSU physics majors:

2015-16:  Madeline Austin, Amelia Estry, Dayshon Mathis, Linsey 
Rodenbach, Megan Wheeler

2016-17:  Cole Hensley, Robert Orlando, Linsey Rodenbach



The bottom line is that…

Florida is not Maryland, nor Massachusetts, nor even 
Georgia.  

In Florida, state policy-makers are actually aligned 
against physics because they do not perceive it to be an 
every-student subject.



The bottom line is that…

In a state like Florida, you must look for every 
opportunity, no matter how low-level it is.

Small victories matter.

If you live in a place like Florida and you are not 
willing to put up a fight to advance STEM career 
preparation, you will not make any progress.  



God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I 
cannot change,

Courage to change the things I can,
And wisdom to know the difference.

-Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971)
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